
r 1-'

0 Formulation of objectiVes for learning activities

D Ddagnosii of the learner's instructional needs

Pr -4escription of instructional activities for the learner

I -Instructiod of. the learner

M Motivation of the learner

E- Evaluation of learner's degree of achievement of objectives

These six functions provide neither a, mutually exclusive nor

a collectively exhaustiv; statement of.a teacher's fUnction6 or

responsibilities. They pa, however, describe a large-part of

a teacher's job andproyide an organization for identifying specific

Competencies. For each of,the six functions, one can identify

sets of skills needed to carry out that portion of a teacher's

' total task., These sets of skills are called "competency clusters."

To date, thirty-seven competency clusters_have,been identified;

it is expected that others will be added as out work proceeds.

These clusters are shown in Figure 1. The rows in the figure

represent teachil*Junctions. Each row contains competencies

hypothesized. as being necessary fot'performing the teach.ng function

assigned to that row. For example, the teaching function, "Instruct

Learners" h competency clusters for tutoring, question-iskingl:

1,

probing, and organizing teaching teams.

Eecause'teachers do not require training"in all teachinecompe.:-.

tencies prior to entry into the classroom, the clusters have

grouped into three experience.levels"(the three colur,fin Figure 1
e

. .
, . - ._. -

;rev 0. 4 ,1Basic competencies ftir novice teachers and,para-
, -professionals. -These skills-should be acquired

either before -entry into-the-Classroom or during
initial contacts with students.

Level 2 COmpetenqies-for -experienced_career teachers. These
are skillewhich-may-best-be'developed throug4
service of otrth0-job-training
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Growing disgatisJfactibn with the quality of instruction in the

United States has.led to suggestibns that teacher certification be

based upon clearly,defined performance criteria.- The states of

California, ftorida and New York, for example, are now instituting
,

uch perfcrmanced-based §ystems. It i likely that many other

ates will follow.

.
No satisfactory description of the components of a pellormance-

based system of teacher. training. currently exists) however. Aside

from being able to describe general system characteristics (e.g.,

prespecified operational objectives, objectiVe-based instruction)

and evaluation), little attention has been given to specific

competencies that must be developed, the manner in which these

competencies are irterrelated, and procedures by which they.can

be taught to pre- and inservice teachers.

In this 'Allier we will present can organization scheme for

identifying and clagsifying skills for teacher training programs.'

We also will list thp competencies we have identified and describe

a delivery system for making the training available to teachers

in preservice or on-the-job lo-ations.

performanced-Based Teacher Training (PBTT)

4-
Pera.ormanced-based systems of teacher training are\based on

the assumption, that a set of skills, attitudes, and cognitions

Dr. Okey is assistant professor and associate of, the National
Center for the Development of TraOing Miterials for Teacher
Education and Dr. Brown is assistint professor and associate
director of the Laboratory for Educational Development, Indiana
University, Bloomington.

,
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exists Who6e possession ncreases the likelihood of a person

being a successful-4eacher.

A further assumption.Of PBTT programs is that at least a por-

tion of these skills, attitudes, and cognitions can be identified,

stated in operational terms, and promoted through instruction..

In PBTT these goals are stated-in advance of instruction. The

program develcper orients his inst.cuction toward them, and both

the..raining program and_the teacher being trained are evaluated

in terms df the trainee's ability to. demonstrate mastery of.the

prespecified objectives.

"Identification of Teaching Skills

Identification of the objectives for performance-based teacher

.)

training can p oceed in several ways:
.1"

1. ty of interested parties: teachers, principals,
supervisors, or teacher educators can be asked what ekillS.
'they -think teachers ought,to learn.

2, By 'poaching from= prepared lists: various pistitutions
(1) and individuals' (2) haveliAted teaching skills
that can serve as sources for objectives.

3.1 By observing how experienced teachers act: observations
can be made of master teachers at work in an effort to
identity the teaching skills they use (3).

4.. By'analyzingthe teaching act:' Stolurow (4) and others .

Have suggested:that teaching skills can be identified by-
, analyzing the psychological requireinents for learning

to take place.

The competencies listed in this paper were identified by using

a combination of the four methods with an emphasi's on the latter,

analysis of the teaching act.. Our analysis was strongly influenced

by Pyeider/s(5) work in which six teaching functions are identified.

'These functions compose the acronym ODPrIMB as follols:
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0 Formulation of objectives for learnia.g activities

D Diagnosis of the 1parner's instructional needs

Pr 4reseription of instructional activities for the learner

I Instruction ofthe learner

M Motivation of the learner

B Evaluation of learner's degree of achievement of objectives

These six functions provide neither a, mutually exclusive nor

a collectively exhaustive statement of-a teacher's functions or

responsibilities. They Flo, however, descFibe a large part of

a teacher's job and-provide an organization for identifying specific

Competencies. For each of .the six functions, one can identify

sets of skills needed to carry out that portion of a teacher's

total task. These sets of skills are called "competency clusters."

To date, thirty-seven competency clusters,have'been identified;

it is expected that others will be added as oeI work proceeds.

These clusters are shown in Figure 1. The rows in the figure

represent teaching_functions. Each row contains competencies

hypothesized' as being necessary for the teach_ng function

assigned

Learners

probing,

to that row. For example, the teaching
.

," ha competency clusters for tutoring,

and organizing teaching teams.

function, "Instruct

question-isking,

Because teachers do not require training in all teaching compe.-
.

tencies prior to entry into the classroom, the clusters have been ,

grouped into three experience,levelsTthe three rolum`h,in Figure 1).

Lpvel 4 Basic competencies for novice teachers and,para-
professionals, These skills should be acquired
either before entry into the classroom or during
initial contacts with students.

Level 2 Competenqias for experienced career teachers. These
are skills which may best be developed through in-

.

service of onthe-jab training

r.
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Wood on a model by Frinder (Educational Technology, February. 1410)
"loch title in the chart demotes a module of instruction of varying length.
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Level 3 Skills for a fOsterteacher. or a teacher assuming

. . . leadership responsibilities (e:g., team leader or.

department head) in addition to teaching.

Among the clusters contained in the second columnY(i.e.,

skills td be acquired by experienced teachers), are competencies

of objective writing, measuring reading ability, and organizing

peek tutoring., These are skills which air experienced teacher

should be able to perform and relate to one of the Sixteaching

functions as indicated. Similarly, other clusters are designated

for beginning or. master teachers.

'
For each competency cluster shown ,on the grid in Figure 1,

specific outcomes or performance statements have been identified.

These perfOrmanceNstatements, which are ,Iisted in the Appendix

to this paper, operationally describe the major skills that compri.se

t . 4i .. "
each competency cluster. For example, for theNcluster "Using

. .
. , . Is u

- Para -professionals in the Claisroom," five outcomes have been'
e. . .

A. . .

listed. These are: k

a. Identify appropriate and inappropriate uses of pare-

, professionals from descriptions of teacher behavior.

. Describe. a variety of uses for paraprofessionals in the
classroom.

c. Given a description of teaching tasks for a day select .
those'quitable for the teacher and those for para-professionals
to cariy-out.

d. Prepare oral-or written instructions for
for aispecific task.

para-professimAll

e. Given descriptions of p a-professionals in action, distinguish
appropriate from inap opriate behavior according to a
set of teac 1

Similar objectives can be found in the Appendix for each of
A

the clusters'listed in Figure 1., Since the competency clusters and

sets of subskills.are arbitrarily defined, we realize that alterna-
.

r*-
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tive formulations may exist. Thus the clusters and corresponding

subskills should be viewed as hypotheses subject to revision as
C.

more experience anddata are gathered. -Currently we are conducting

a study designed.to test the classification system's usefulpesg as

a means of generating and_classifying competencies. Results of

this study will be reported at slater" date:

,

Delivery Systems

Although the identification and classification of teaching_
.

.
.

skills'is an interesting task in itself, theoAtimate purpose pf
, .

. . , . .

\
this actiyIty'is to identify a set of coMpetencies-which can form

f N.
s '

IL
the basis of s competency -based program of pre- and inservice

teacher traning. Use of the-grid described above has-allowed -

us to identify and sequence variety of skills. Establishing,

a delivery system capable of producing these competencies in pre-

'and inservice -teachers is a,chalIenge that remains.
; ---

We visualize prodUcing an instructional module based upon

fv

each of the competency clusteri listed in. Figure 1.* Each module
.

.

would be self-contained and -would be independent of other modules,
. .

in tne series to the extent that this is poisible.. Certain prb
.

requisite behaviors would be required, haw, er,. for entry\into
A

some of the modules. The modules would-contain a variety Of stimulus ,_

materials, the.precise nature of which'would-be dependent upon

-

the tasks being developed. In some cases the modules would be,

built upon pencil and paper exercises, for, some-audio-visual mat als

* A report-on the effects of using artpdule already developed
can be found in, Obey, J. and Ciesla, J. "Designs for the Evaluation
of_Teacher Training Materials." _Andiane- University: -National .

Center for the Develppment of .Training Materials for.Teacher
Education; 1972. .
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would be required, and in still others, simulated or actual experiences

would form the basis for instruction.

The modules would be designed to be used in a variety of

settings, 'especially in-field-based pre- and inservice training

.

environments. Because they are non-sequential they could be used

in a variety of sequences and.would be especially useful for

helping teachers meet:whatever felt needs and interests they might

have at 4 particular time. in Particular the modules should not

be tneught of as a complete program of teacher education that

must be studied in sequence and in total. Instead, the intention

is to produce a library of training materials from which teachers

can select modules of iniserest and value.

To provide feedback regarding develOpment of interactive
_

teaching skills, the-modules-would rely healilly upon the concept.

.of the "Teaching Clinic" 0) and would be designe so that

teachers could help c itique one -anotherlatHbut'threat,or embarrass-

sent.

BtIMMARY

In this.p per a scheme for,orianizing teaching skills or

competencies is described The competencies are divided among
0 .

six functibns of a teacherand further-classified accordinuto.

. -

when they would be learned.. A description -is given of hdw the

instruction to teach the competencies can be developed and delkifered.

The organization of teaching coMpeteacies should be viewed

as both tentative and incomplete. Certainly the six/teaching

functions are not anexhaustive description of what a teacher

/
does. Even with this constraint, however, a large part of a -

. /

teacher's jolt can be described with the six functions. Other
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N.-

.8
.

teacher educators or developers may ish to advito-the proposed
ot.

list of Competency clusters, modify thi, or alter the 'entire

scheme. The hope is thst from fhis attempt and related.ef/orts

to-organize skills for performance based- teacher training, a

clearer; more complete statementemiy emerge of what teachers should

Utah to do.

I.
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APPENDIX

4
P .a... t P

The -perfolmance outcomes for each of the module titles 2risted

111 Figure 1. are given in this segtion. 4 Keep ,..{,n mind thjat this 4.
_ .-

not an exhaustive set. of- performance'statements for each odule.

,.* Major terminal 'outcomes for the mole -are listed along with tome.

hypothesize d,prerequisite Skills, kmore complete listing of
. f . S ' , .. : .

1 , ;
I

., % . ,
'skillis will` be!available in the future as the modules are-developed.

-;

4 , . f -r .
1.16 WRITING DDJECTiVES l' ,'

, .:
a.v.----Cons t- perforiance objectives that:include

condit ns of performance; behavioral terms,

and sta dards of acceptability, for. given sir_

P select topics.
i

. . ,

! +
.,

1.
b.. 1 Givens tements okintended= student tcomes,

Iclassif7: as -performance or. non-perfo Dance..
.

c. t onetruce pekfornante Kjeotivee the
_.,

knowledge- and higher- tiutn- knowledge level

.

- (of Bloot) fOr given or, selected topics.
1

, .

1 d. Describe cominonly given reasons for stating

objeCtives of instruction in performance'
-terms:

1.11 SELECTING. OBJECTIVES

- '

-I

a. Identify. Commercial and-public sources of
performanc objectives.

.

sources,t 'b. Select Objectives- froi available sources for
,

is z _ giien _oic selected topics,.
,

c. Deficribe \proeedUres for' obtaining obiectivei

for study by consUlting curriculum 'guides,
-.-- student6i, community- Persons, and subject

matten'aPecialists. r
\
_1

d. Identify' apropriate-and. inappropriate

,strategies,-for obtaining, objeOtivOs in
deseriptiOns el--teaclier activity.

.
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-1.12 'AND.PSY&OMOTOR 0 ECTIVES

"a. Classify4iyen objectiVeS' as cOgnitive-; affective,

,_
1 :20 WRITING_ OBJECTIVES II

.---,,
-,. ',. . ,.--

a. :Given an instructional gpal, construct_ a se
or objectives that-- ,refine- achieveMent of t

' 1 /goal r .
.

I . (;1

Z I
. For a 'given or Selected topic, write objectives(

'at...each of the levels of illoom'STaxondmy.
I

or psychoinotbr:; =

. ,,
b. Construct cognitive,

,

-alfect4ve: and pSyc'nomotor .

,o0bje :t -fives fOi giveni.or eeleCted;toiiics. ,1 /
\ /

C: De ribelarocedures for identifying ,a `Set of ,
. co itiye, aifectiVe, and psychomotOr performance

objectives for'.a topic. '
."-,:

N. '
.c. GiAtell it.,Sertimb. 1- set of objectives,',:order_

tilem fi1iin sillipie. st_ to most complex.
/ /

0 ,,, . 5

Given a terminal objective,,objective,. Construckone or
.more prerequlaite objectives. S.

d.

"F .

1.21 BLOOM'S TAXONOMY

.

Construct bjectives -an& questions. tsileach?Of
the leveli; of Bloom's- Ta:Oniatay. ._

Given sets of objectiVeS-Or.questione, claSdify
each according.tc,the apkokigite level of the
Taxoiibmy. N:.

Froin-Memory; list _4h-,ot the levels off th e
TaAroncimy iancf.-describe the -characteristies-of*
Objectives_ or questions for the level-.

d. .- Describe the philoSophy.bebind the Tatonomy and
$purPosess fox%which it.mht -be- ;used.

4

1.22 AFFECTIVE AND pthrenomorrok_TAxonia06*

a. Lfwe the categories of dui-COOS for the.
affective andtp`syetiOmotoif taxOnOiliet.,

Glven,seta of-oUtcomes-,-objeotiVes,Yor:questions
for---the.4/feetlyndPillaii.Odt60iXdiTiOadOt2-:
-classify --;them- the :siii-Prigriatei- category'.

conatinct-A3bjeCtives--orf. questie ns oack.
thilsyols of iti:,004114-=ind'psychomotor
taxonomies. -_- --

_ ,



.d. Describe possible uses by teachers and cur-
riculum workers of an affective or psychomotor
.taxonomy.

,1.30 SEQUENCING OBJECTIVES %

a. Given a set of related objectives, order them
from simplest to most complex.

e-
b. Given a terminal objective, construct several

prerequisite objectives.

c. Describe procedures for generating and Vali-,
dating a learning hierarchy:,

d. Given a terminal objective, o strut a
learning hierarchy of hypo zed zrerequisite
tasks.

. 2.10 CONSTRUCT/AG-EVALUATION MEASURES

a. Given ari affective, cognitive or psychomotor
objective, construct a test Item or describe a
procedure for measuring itr -tainment.

b. Distinguistripet em formative and summative
tests by descriti it features and purposes.

., 1
.e..

c. Distinguish, bytween norm- and criterion-
- 4. referenced Wallis by describing their features

sand purposes.
.

c < - d. Select appropriate iiroceduret-tor ,items' for

, measuring the attainment'of give objectives.

'2.11\ ADMINISTERING-AND SCORING DIAGNOSTIC TESTS,"

a. identify appropriate and inappropriaresponses
for given test items.

. ,

b. Desc% ribe a-procedure for administering and
scoring diagn+ic tests in an individualized
,classroom setting.'.

c. liven the responses on the dinnostio tests
for a set of objectives, identify-potentially
ineffective instructional materialg and-procedures.

d. Given the diagnostic tests for a group of stu-
dees, identify common errors and sort tests
accordingly.

it

e. Distinguish appropriate and inappropriate'tech-
h iques for collecting diagnostic test'data.



2.12 IGHT, HEARING, SPEECH, AND, incEspoGicAL SCREENING
FOR TEACHERS

a. Given a record of Performance for 'a class of
students hearing,Aspeech examination,
select. t .at require further testing using
stated criteria.

b. Demonstrate the procedure for administering a
$ sight, heating, or speech examination to a child.

c. Describe the types of ahaviors a teacher might
encOupter ihat,should be referred to specialists.

d./ Given descriptions of, acts by children or filmed
and taped accounts of behavior, select. those that

/ a classroom teacher should attempt to handle and
thosethkt'require the aid of a specialist.

2.20 MEASURING READING ABILITY AND READING LEVEL

a. For a given or selected textbook or reading
, passage, determine the reading level of the

Material,.

b; Given information on a child's reading ability
ancCa variety of reading'material on a'topic,
select the most appropriate materials.

c, Determine the reading level of a studenein a
Ao given or selected subject area.

1r USING AND INTERPRETING STANDARDIZED TESTS

.a. Identify several,different standardized tests
for measuring characteristics or outcomes.oi
interest in schools e.g., study skills,
achievement motivation, creativity, or reading
comprehension).

b. Describe procedur s for locating and selecting
standardized tests appropriate to your school ,
purposes.

c. Given a set of scores from students on a
specific standardized test descrOetbe appro-
priate actions, if any, for a school to take.

d.. Describe appropriate and inappropriate uses
for standardized tests in schools.'
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2.30 IDENTIFYING PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORDERS

a. Describe a plan for screening all students in a
school_for speech, sight, hearing, and psychologi-
cal problems. ,

b. Prepare instructions for other teachers for
administering speech, sight, and hearing tents.

c. Describe agencies, individuils, and-organiza-
tions that are available in the community for
assistance with specific physiological and
psychological problems of school children.

. .

d. Given a description of a classroom problem by
a teacher, decide whether the situation requires
outside help or is one thatcan be handled"by
the school.

3.10 SELECTING MATERIALS AND RESOURCES OF-INSTRUCTION

a., Describe the features (e.g-atlability of
objectives, practice oppo;tfinitieS, and receipt

of feedback) that materiafe' procedures of

instruction should inclule:,

b. Identify strengths and deficiencies in given
pieces of instruction or from 10escriptions of

instructIonal_material,

c. Select appropriate materials of instiuction for

given or vlected>sibjectives.

d. Describe the types of instructional materials
and resources you wot}ld seek for given or

selected objectives.

3.11 PRESCRIBING INSTRUCT' FOR'INDIVIDUALS

a. Given the results of a diagnostic test, identify
the/objectives thit need to be achieved, analyze
the, type of learning that is involved, and /

select the method of iTistruction.

b. Identify possible reasons for student non-
.achievement when given a description of a

specific situation.

c. List possible instructional alternatives for
students that fail objectives.

d. Identify and defend a pi:escription for a
student who failed an objective when given a

scri ion of a specific situation.

I t
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3.20 ORGANIZING PEER TUTORING

a. Identify appropriate actions or rules for students
to follow when tutoring their peers..

b. Describe criteria and procedures for pairing
students for peer tutoring.

7

C4, Deitign a short instrhctionai program for teaching
students to act as peer tutors.

d. Identify objectives andlearning..problemisfor
which peer tutgring may be an appropriate

. teaching strategy.

3.21 USING PAAA-PROFESSIONAL' s IN THE CLASSROOM

a. identify appropriate and inappropriate uses-of
pars- professionals from descriptions of teacher

.-Joehavior.

b. Describe a variety of uses for pars- professionals

in the classroom.

c. Given a description, of teaching-tasks for a dayl
select those suitable for the teacher, and those

,

for pars- professionals to carry out.
1

d. Prepare oral or written instructions for a para-'
professional for a-specific task:

e. 'Given descriptions of para- ofessionals in
action/distinguish .appropriate from inappropriate'
behavior according tto a-set bf teaching rules.

3.31 MATCHING STUDENTS`WITH INSTRUCTION

a. Given a set of objectives for a,unit, li;t the
instructional alternatives that would be possibJIe

for each objective.

.

b. .Describe procedures for planning...and operating/.

classrooms in .which learners have choices among
means of achieiring objectives;

c.. Describe at least two learning styles and the

types of instruction most compatible with each

style.

d. Wien a record of a student's past Performance
and characteristics, select ana defend an in-
structional,prescription for the stUdent.

r

4



3.32 DEVELWING INSTRUCTIONAL SEGMENTS

a; Describe a series of steps for 4ks systematic
development ofAnstructional matehals.

b. Given-descriptions of persons carryihg out
various developtent activities1 critique them
using a set of recommended development rules.

- c. FOr'a given or selected set of objectives in a
subject matter area, develop a set of replicable

instructional materials.

d. Given a piece of instruction and student per-
formance data on the objectives of the instruc-

' Lion, Identify portions of the instruction that
require further work.

e. Given a set. of instructional materials, identify
appropriate and inappropriate attention to the

external events' f'instruction in the materials.

4.10 TUttoulNo

a. Given deliptions of studentlearning diffi-
culties, identify those for ivhich)tutoring would
be an appropriate remedy,

14 b. Describe learning situations or_objectives for
which tutoring would be the appropriate teaching

procedure.

c. List rules for tutoring students.

d. Classify a teacher's tutoring ,behavior as
appropriate or inappropriate.withoregard to a.
set"of given rules.

e. Deinonstrate: tutoring skills by measursing and
reporting altered achievement by a student ydu

are tutoring.

4.11 PROCEDURES FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION'

\Describe alternat a rocedu es for individua-

izing instructs continuous progress
plan or individ a izing within a unit plan),

b. Describe the atAributes that distinguish indi-,
vidualized from Ikroup-based instruction.

c. Describe the problems and possible solutions
for problems of grading, interaction between
teachers and stli exits, reporting to parents,

and motivation.
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d. Prepare and/or assemble a set of interactive
',instruction materials for use in an individualized
setting for a given or selected set of objectives.

e. 'Classify outcomes of instruction as appropriate
or inappropri4e for study in an indiyidualized
instruction setting.

4.12 QUESTION ASKING

a. Demonstrate the apOropriate e of cognitim-
memory, tbnyergent, divergent, and evaluative
questions in a class discussion.

b. Given a tape recording of a clasdroom dis-
cussion, classify the teacher questions as
cognitive-memory, convergent, divergent, or
evaluative.

c.-- Identify appropriate and inappropriate question
asking practices :froth an audio or video recording
Of a classroom didcuesion.

. ,
.

,/ .
.

d. Write cognitite-memory, convergent,'divergent,
and evaluative quegtions forgiven or sel,cted
topicS. 4 , ,

1--.,

xt

. LEADING ,A DISbUSSIO;

a; .Identify appropriate and inappropriate discussion...,r

techniques from an audio-or videorecording pf a
class discussion.

4.14

List the purposes and-types:of objective, for
which discussions appropriate and inappropriate.

*c. CList rules for maintaining student attention and
participation, during a discussion.'

d. Plan and carry out a discussions with a group, on.a '
..given or selected topic that meets selected stan-

dards for a group discussion.

EFFECTIVE LECTURING

a. Identify appropriate and inappropriate lecturing
techniques from an audio or video recordingof a
classroom lecture.

b. Design and give a lecture on a given or selected
topic that meets selected standards for an effec-
tive lecture.

r



;

O. List the purposes and types of objectives for
which lectures are appropriate and inappropriate.

d. List rules for maintaining studenfattention
and involvement during a lecture.

4.15 TEACHING FOR MASTERY

a. State Bloom mastery learning hypothesis and

describe its implications for teaching. .

`List and describe the steps in aCsystematic
plan for tealching for mastery.

4

c. identify ap ropriate and inappropriate practices`

by A teach attempting,to implement amastery

teaching tan.,- A

4.20

44

d. 6emonstrate procedures for collecting and ana-
qyzing student data in a test of the effectiveness

of Mastery teaching.

,

PROBING TECHNIQUES

a. Demonstrate the use of probing queStionsin a
classrodm discussion by asking appropriate
fa tual, implied meaning, and application

estions.
k`

\beClassify the questions of.sPsteaeher in a live

or taped classroom discussion aE to type-of

probe.

:

c. Construct appropriate probing
q
uestions for

student responses from written'br taped class

classroomdiscussion. .

161 Describe Ile purposes an,A appibpriate place of

use'for probing techniques.

4.30 gEGANIZINGA.TEACHING Mg

. a. Describe the various roles and responsibilities
for members pf a teachihg team.

b. Describe a plan'for dividing duties and responsi- is

bilities among team members for a given or
selected unit of instruction.,

c. Describe the type of oblebtiies and facilities
dr for which a team teaching approach is suitable.

#



5.10° STUDENT RECORD KEEPING

a. Describe efficient procedures for recording
attendance and test results of students.

b. Identify appropriate and inappropriate reports
oistudent.progress or conduct by teachers for
inclusion in a permanent record.

c. Given a description of a student's academic
record and social progress for a school term,
prepare a written report for inclusion in a
permanent'record.

5.11 USING CONTINGENCY MANAGEMENT IN THE CLASSROOM

ti

a. Describe how contingent reinforcement can be
used to alter Social-and academic behaviors.

b. Describe the_klhdsof reinforcers used in
schools (social,,Activity-, token, extrinsic).

and give epecific_examples of each.

c." Giverila description of azSbecific school*
situation involving-Undesirable Social or
academic behavior, construct:a plivi for
alter/fug the behavior.

d. Given adecord of student behavior during-a
contingency management experiment,:bonstrudt
a graph of the bbhavior showing baseline-and
.treatment behavirr.

Oivenan audio'or videO recording of a class- .

oom, identify a behOror n individual or
gro and record its occu ence for a specified
time kieriod.

f. Identify instances of appropriate and inappro-
priate use of-reinforcement by teachers -from

audio and' video recordings in a classroom.

5.20 GAINING STUDENT ATTENTION
?

a. 'Given an objective-or topic, describe an intro- ,

ductory'activity that will focus the attention
of students on the task at hand.

b. Describe alternative procedures for focusing
the attention of Students on learning activities.

c. Given deicriptions of teacheractivitie3`or filmed
and taped accounts of _teacher _efforta to capture
the attentiomof_sthdents-idehtify those that are
appropriate-Or inappropriate.
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5.21- CONFERENCING AND COUNSELING WITH STUDENTS AND PARENTS

a. Given a description of aStudent's school problems,
descril4 how you would convey this information to
parents in a conference.

.b. Describe procedures for coordinating the efforts.
of the school and the home on the problems of
students.

c. Describe procedures for ea ers to increase
opportunities for individual conferences with
students.

d. Demonstrate counseling _skills by'identifying specific
problemS in a counseling session with a student.

5.30 ORGANIZING CONTINGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

a. Describe thq rationale, and Philosophy for using
contingency management in schools.

b. .Identify reinforces suiableforstudentijdf
various ages and - backgrounds..

*-
. -/

prodedures for'id-

forders and administering-programs in wliiph they .are

. Develop a plan for introducing other teachers to
.

contingency management.

6.10 MARKS AND GRADES

14: Demonstrate' procedures for recording diagnostic
(formative) and suMmative:test

b. Identify appropriate uses for normative and criterion
referencedgrading practices.

c. Describe procedures for determining and reporting
progress,to students.

d. Select a grading policy and defend-its appropriatness
for a selected teaching situation..

6.11 REPORTING PROGRESS TO STUDENTS AND PARENTS

a. Describe procedures for making palfents,feer at
ease .during a teacher-parent confefence.

V

b. Identify appropriate and teacher actions
in audio or video records of a teacherstudent, or
teacher-parenficonference.,



c. Given descriptions of various students: parents
and academic records, describe how you would
plan,and carry out a.- conference for each with

both the student and the parents.

EVALUATING TEACHING_ AND TEACHING MATERIALS

a. Describe procedures fOr collecting student per-
formance data to use in evaluating teachers and

materials.

b. List the features that should be included in
teaching or teaching materials (e.g., opportunity
for practice, knowledge of objectives, and provision

of models).

c. Given the results ofTstudentaphievement-on the
.9bjettfies-in-4nnit and-deicriptioneOf the.
eit%taehiteclinfiquesgandmaterials used-,:ideritify-
TosSibiereaSone for,_lood'and poor Student-ger-

-. ,---

i==.------------Pr#4

reasons
''.7-Nr-, Y _

-... 4., 1

0, Theacribiproceduresfor measuring and analyzing the

-4fleCtiveneSs-cif ittaahek's classroom-behavior.

-

6.26- I, THE TEACHER AS B2OBRIMENTEtt.

6:31

'a. -Selebt and defend' an appropriate, research design
'Ter obtaining data in a described school setting. ,

b. Identify designs appropriate for-schooZresearch.

4

c. Identify the-design-uSed -in a specific school ex-
periment from a deactiOtion of activities carried

EVALUATING-:APPECTIVE-BEHAVIORS

atement-of an-affective goal, list
behaViars that_ might indicate its attainment.

,Giveh'in_affectiVe,__petform4ce objective,
_ --;--

cOnStruct-items;otdeseribe procedures for measuring

ftSAittginmont.

c. Given affective objectives and-altethative methods
fotAaeaauting,their attainment, select and defend

theite=moSt appropriate

Detetibe, PeOtedures- fot_7, identifying affective objectives,
_

measuring thciiachievement, and reporing the

4eirti10: students teachers-,_ parents, and -aft/1)1s-

traters.

6.32 ANALYZING VERBAL INTERACTIONS



`-c

Describe thepurposes.of analyzing verbal inter-
changes between student ;and teacher.

Describe at least two method-S- of interaction

analysis and list advantages and disadvantages for
each.

c. Given the student-teacher verbal interchanges Irom
a live or taped classroom ,session, code the responses
using" a selected, method, analyze the data, and pre-
pare a feedback sheet fof a teacher.

.6escribe procedures for obtaining data on classroom
`verbal- interchanges f m teachers and,. reporting re-

sult's to them.
....0"""

d.

4

"

I

4
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